The laser shock station in the dynamic compression sector. I.
The Laser Shock Station in the Dynamic Compression Sector (DCS) [Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory] links a laser-driven shock compression platform with high energy x-ray pulses from the APS to achieve in situ, time-resolved x-ray measurements (diffraction and imaging) in materials subjected to well-characterized, high stress, short duration shock waves. This station and the other DCS experimental stations provide a unique and versatile facility to study condensed state phenomena subjected to shocks with a wide range of amplitudes (to above ∼350 GPa) and time-durations (∼10 ns-1 µs). The Laser Shock Station uses a 100 J, 5-17 ns, 351 nm frequency tripled Nd:glass laser with programmable pulse shaping and focal profile smoothing for maximum precision. The laser can operate once every 30 min. The interaction chamber has multiple diagnostic ports, a sample holder to expose 14 samples without breaking vacuum, can vary the angle between the x-ray and laser beams by 135°, and can translate to select one of the two types of x-ray beams. The x-ray measurement temporal resolution is ∼90 ps. The system is capable of reproducible, well-characterized experiments. In a series of 10 shots, the absolute variation in shock breakout times was less than 500 ps. The variation in peak particle velocity at the sample/window interface was 4.3%. This paper describes the entire DCS Laser Shock Station, including sample fabrication and diagnostics, as well as experimental results from shock compressed tantalum that demonstrate the facility's capability for acquiring high quality x-ray diffraction data.